OPENING RECEPTION
March 12, 2020

ON VIEW UNTIL
March 17, 2020

6 P.M. – 7:30 P.M.

intersections.risd.gd
RISD GRAPHIC DESIGN
CLASS OF 2020

BEN SAMPSON
BRIAN BAILEY
CATHY PARK
CAROLYN CHEN
CHRISTINA CHIU
COOPER THOMPSON
DAMINI AGRAWAL
EMILY MAHAR
ERICA SILVER
FELIX SUMM
G CHA
GABRIEL ABASCAL
GEORGE LEE
GRACE YOUNG
HIDEO IWANAGA
HYE JIN CHO
HYE WON CHOI
IRVI STEFO
ISOBEL CONNELLY
JACK FAHNSTECK
JAE WON KIM
JAVIER SYQUIA
JEFFREY TANG
JENNIFER JOUNG
JU EUN JEON
JUN KO
LIBBY MARRS
LORRAINE LI
LULIAN AHN
MADELEINE TEH
MADISON LEDFORD
MEGAN PENG
MINJI KOO
OLIVIA ORR
POOJA CAVALE
POOJA NITTURKAR
RORY HERNANDEZ-ROMERO
SARA MARTINEZ
SARA PARK
SERENA CABIDO
SO YOUNG CHUN
TARELLE PARKER
TIGER DINGSUN
VANISSA WONG
XIOMARA ESPAÑA
YOUNG-EON KIM

WHAT TYPE OF GRAPHIC DESIGNER ARE YOU?

- GROUP CRIT
- WATERMARK
- 20-MASTER RISO PRINT
- BLACK ON BLACK
- AKI & HAMMETT
- TYPESHOP @ 8:00 AM
- INSPIRATION
- SWISS
- PAPERWORKS
- 6TH FLOOR

OR

- ONE-ON-ONE CRIT
- STARBUCKS
- CODE AN ENTIRE SITE
- INSTAGRAM-WORTHY FIT
- TOM & NANCY
- TYPE SHOP @ 10:59 PM
- PLAGIARISM
- DECOLONIZED
- AMAZON
- 8TH FLOOR

MOSTLY YELLOW

YOU ARE A CLASSIC CREATOR
You see graphic design as a historic art form and play strictly by the rules. In your freetime you love to read The Crystal Goblet or hang with Doug Scott. When working at your studio desk it is covered in calligraphy pens, letterpress misprints, and don’t forget: everything must be color-coded and organized alphabetically.

MOSTLY BLUE

YOU ARE A GRID BREAKER
In your mind, any prompt requirement is merely a suggestion. You question every design choice and your happy place is one where you can sit back and curate your Are.na account with Paul Soulellis. Your life motto is: “Cancel the Cannon, Kill Eurocentrism.”
With the green, you’ll be able to reenact this ancient practice of self-love and care.

Every plant from the green comes with thorough instructions on how to take *xx* care of it. Questions? Our team of plant experts will answer any and all questions 24/7. The green is with you every step of your plant-care journey.
2. KCS Poster Series

(Posters are not square)

Each poster A1~A2

I can just do single poster from the collection, too. I am more drawn to first and fourth posters if singles.
Ben Sampson

Jennifer Joung

Sara Martinez

Pooja Cavale

Cooper Thompson

Felix Summ

Emily Mahar

Christina Chiu

Tarelle Parker

Javier Syquia